Life is for living. So live it your way.

When it comes to your next car every choice can seem difficult. There is always a but. You want quality, but not sky-high prices. You want performance, but you need economy and low emissions. You want comfort, but small is convenient. You want driving fun, but safety is a real priority.

So maybe you’ll just have to compromise. Or, if you’re smart, try considering the i10. It’s a real Hyundai, and that means no compromises on quality, performance, safety or eco-friendliness. And if we don’t compromise, why should you? In addition we believe everyone has the right to lasting comfort and peace of mind, without paying premium prices.
Step into the Hyundai i10 and you’ll find that intelligent design makes a real difference. Comfortably supportive seats, instruments you can really read, controls that feel precise and solid, and good-looking, high-quality materials. That is the lasting beauty of Hyundai.
Form or function? Take the best of both

The i10 is stylish. The lines are clean, sculptural and modern. But it is also practical. The arched roof eases getting in and out. The smooth rake of the hood and windshield looks good, but also improves aerodynamics. On the GLS the full-length body protection mouldings are in the same attractive colors as the bodywork, as are the impact absorbent bumpers. In fact, seen from any angle the i10 has personality, but it also has real functionality. For example, for increased visibility and safety, the indicator side repeaters are housed in the side mirrors. The stance is broad and reassuring, emphasised by the pronounced sporty wheel arches. The generous glass area is immediately stylish and gives great all-round vision and a light airy interior.

The dynamic trapezoid grille with its deeply moulded, eye-catching, Hyundai logo highlights the stylish family resemblance, as do the black-detail front and high-efficiency rear light clusters. The chrome detailed fog lights are stylishly and protectively recessed.
Red, Blue and Black
Smart colors, clever choices

Life should be comfortable, convenient and full of color. In the i10 it is all three. The height adjustable drivers seat and tilting steering wheel mean you sit and drive in comfort. For colder seasons heated exterior mirrors offer you a clear rear and side view. For hotter weather you can choose air conditioning and a sunroof.

The centre floor console has convenient storage space and cup holders, with a 12v power outlet for your personal electronics. Your own choice of music is easily arranged through a USB and iPod input. There are door pockets, grab handles with coat hooks, under seat storage and useful gloves. As for color there are two new vibrant interior trims in red and blue to match or contrast to the eight outstanding exterior colors.

The black dash looks elegant and feels good, as does the black, contrast stitched, base trim of the seats and the doors. Finally, if you love the classic look and feel of leather, but don’t want animals killed to provide it, black and beige leather-look interiors are available.

Information center
A full range of warning and alert lights, together with easy to read dials, lit by eye-friendly blue LED lighting, keep you informed. The blue light also extends to the shift indicator, electric window controls and the audio display panel.

Smart steering wheel
Intuitive fingertip control of the audio system, via steering wheel remote control, is available for extra comfort, convenience and safety.
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A satisfying feeling,  
The fingertip-controlled i10

Luxury has many aspects. With the i10 it means that you can relax and enjoy maximum driving satisfaction with minimum effort and distraction. Choose precision manual or relaxing automatic transmission. When you add steering wheel control, comfort, convenience and increased driving safety it all come together.
Life can be surprising, 
The i10 copes with it.

People going places need space. The i10 provides it with enough flexibility for two, three, four or five people and their luggage. Folding all or part of the 60/40 split rear seatback takes just seconds. So if life should surprise you with unexpected loads or luggage, and you need more space, it is ready and waiting. You choose how you travel and who with, and the i10 provides space for the luggage, shopping, sports equipment or whatever. What could be easier, more convenient or more useful?

Loading made easy

The low loading height makes it easy to load luggage, shopping or whatever you need into the luggage compartment of the i10. Naturally there is a removable parcel shelf, a hook for your shopping bag.
Fit, frugal and fun, 
Life on the road with the i10

Save money on fuel, but enjoy the performance. Help preserve the environment, but have fun. That’s the simple driving philosophy of the i10. Even with ultra low emissions and a minuscule thirst for fuel, the i10 still has the ability to impress where it counts most – on the road.
Driving the i10
The facts behind the fun

By now you know that the i10 makes life and loading easier and fits your personal style. But how does it pack so much driving pleasure while helping to protect the environment? Part of the answer lies in the dynamically efficient engine range. There are two to choose from, a 1.1-liter with 69ps and the 1.25-liter with 87ps. Constantly Variable Valve Technology (CVVT), that measures every drop of fuel for maximum efficiency is available on the 1.25. These engines not only deliver exceptional fuel economy, they give really low emissions. For example the 1.25-liter emits just 127 grams/km CO₂ while returning 5.3 litre/100km combined. So enjoy driving, secure in the knowledge that your i10 is as every bit as eco-friendly as you are.

Transmission
Precise 5-speed manual or convenient 6-speed automatic transmissions fit the i10 exactly to your driving style. Both are available with the 1.1 and 1.25-liter engines. With either, simply by checking the trip odometer you’ll see immediately how efficiently they integrate consumption while increasing the pleasure you get from driving your i10.

Suspension
Just drive an i10 and you’ll realize that the sparkling performance is matched by impressive handling. The electric power steering feels direct and reassuring. MacPherson coil over strut front, and torsion bar rear suspension enables the i10 to deal smoothly and securely with all kinds of traffic or road conditions.

Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS)
Motor driven for extra precision and economy, the power steering - complete with tiltable steering column - adds extra personal driving comfort.
Active and passive safety
The best of both worlds

The i10 delivers safety that you, and all who ride with you, can depend on. The active safety of the responsive road-hugging handling and 4-channel anti-lock ABS brakes is complemented by passive safety that includes pre-tensioned front seatbelts and dual front airbags for the driver and front passenger. There is also the extra visibility from the new clear front and rear light clusters and side mirror indicator repeaters, that allow you to see and be seen more clearly, making you even safer. All this is based upon a rigid and tough body structure, and an infrastructure that intelligently absorbs and diffuses impact to protect the whole passenger area. The result is peace of mind, whatever the conditions.

Stopping power
The Hyundai i10 features 13inch front disc and large 7inch rear drums. Together with the 4-channel ABS and standard brake booster and assistant systems, this means you have reserves of braking power and non-skid security.

Reverse parking sensor
While the i10 is probably the easiest car you will ever park, the reverse parking sensor is mounted in the rear bumper and sounds an alarm against hazards you can’t normally see, making parking even simpler and safer.

Rigid Safety Structure
The basis of every modern Hyundai is the rigid safety structure. Created using computer dynamics and thoroughly tested to withstand immense impacts and pressures, the forms the basic passenger protection cell, as well as providing an intensely rigid mounting for the rest of the components. It is, therefore, because we use the finest high-strength materials, that makes it the basis not only for the safety of the i10, but also of it’s dynamically safe handling.
Air Conditioning Controls
Easy to operate controls, lit by eye-friendly blue LED light, put control of the heating, ventilation and air conditioning right at your fingertips.

Rear combination lamps
Stylish, integrated rear light clusters ensure that you can be clearly seen.

Exterior mirror Indicator repeaters
Extra style with extra safety. These repeaters make your intention to turn clear, even if other road users cannot see the front or rear lights.

Electric heated exterior mirrors
Electric heated exterior mirrors make life safer in bad weather conditions. For extra elegance they are available in body color.

New clear headlights
The newly designed clear headlight clusters not only look good, they improve both your night vision and your on-road visibility, adding elegant extra safety.

Rear combination lamps
Stylish, integrated rear light clusters ensure that you can be clearly seen.
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Extra style with extra safety. These repeaters make your intention to turn clear, even if other road users cannot see the front or rear lights.
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Electric heated exterior mirrors make life safer in bad weather conditions. For extra elegance they are available in body color.

Metal Finished Interior
Definitely a major style plus point, the metallic elements of the interior look good, feel substantial and are easy to keep clean.

4B x 13 inch Steel Wheel
Stylish double spoke covers add attraction, supplied with 155/70 R13 tires.

Tool tray
Practically integrated into the spare wheel housing the jack and tools are easily to and whenever you need them.

Under-seat tray
This useful storage tray keeps all of your journey needs ready to access, but safely out of sight, beneath the fron passenger seat.

Seat Height Adjustment
More comfort and increased safety, the height adjustable seatbelt lets you find the most comfortable position.

4.8 x 14 inch Alloy Wheel
Eye-catching 4-split spoke style, light and sporting, the wheel comes with 165/60 R14 tires.

Adjustable Rear Headrests
To increase rear passenger comfort and safety, the practical and comfortable rear headrests are available in helmet-style height adjustable format.

New clear headlights
The newly designed clear headlight clusters not only look good, they improve both your night vision and your on-road visibility, adding elegant extra safety.

Rear combination lamps
Stylish, integrated rear light clusters ensure that you can be clearly seen.

Exterior mirror Indicator repeaters
Extra style with extra safety. These repeaters make your intention to turn clear, even if other road users cannot see the front or rear lights.

Electric heated exterior mirrors
Electric heated exterior mirrors make life safer in bad weather conditions. For extra elegance they are available in body color.

Micro Roof Rails
Great radio reception from a small, aerodynamic antenna that fits exactly to the style of the i10.

GA 760 Audio
Designed especially for the i10, this stylish integrated stereo system has four speakers and guarantees a good sound.

Folding type Key
Remote control central locking key that protects your pockets and conveniently unlocks the doors for speedier access.

12v Power Outlet
Conveniently placed storage bin to care for smaller items and a 12v outlet for the personal electronics of the front seat occupants.

SA 710 Audio
Designed especially for the i10, this stylish integrated stereo system has four speakers and guarantees a good sound.

Aux, iPod and USB jack
This auxiliary input allows you to access the sound system for your personal stereo and USB equipped devices.

Height Adjustable Seatbelt
More comfort and increased safety, the height adjustable seatbelt lets you find the most comfortable position.
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EXTERIOR COLORS & INTERIOR TRIMES

- Champagne Gold QZ
- Electric Red H4
- Blushing Red NB
- Alpine Blue DE
- Sleek Silver RH
- Carbon Gray SAE
- Crystal White PGU
- Ice Silver VEA
- Phantom Black MGN
- Leather (Artificial)
- Black Trim
- Beige Trim
- Red Package
- Blue Package
- Cloth

DIMENSIONS

- Engine Type
  - 1.1 (Gasoline)
  - 1.25 D-CVVT (Gasoline)
- Displacement (cc)
  - 691
  - 1,248
- Bore × Stroke (mm)
  - 67 x 77
  - 71 x 85
- Compression Ratio
  - 10.1
  - 10.5
- Max. Power (kW/rpm)
  - 69 / 5,500
  - 87 / 6,000
- Max. Torque (kg.m/rpm)
  - 10.1 / 4,500
  - 12.2 / 4,000
- Fuel Tank Capacity (liter)
  - 35
- Engine Type
  - 4-cylinder 1.1
  - 4-cylinder 1.25
- Battery Capacity
  - 75 Ah
- Wheel Hub
  - Rear-wheel drive
- Wheel Diameter
  - 13" (Bore: 20.64mm)
- Tire
  - P195/60R15
- Fuel Consumption (mpg)
  - 41.1
  - 33.7
- Booster Size
  - 8 inch (Φ 223.5mm MAX)
- Brakes
  - Front: 13" Disc with ABS (OPT)
  - Rear: 7" Drum with ABS (OPT)
- Booster Size
  - 8 inch (Φ 223.5mm MAX)
- Power & Torque figures vary in accordance with local fuel and climatic characteristics.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Engine
  - Type
  - Displacement (cc)
  - Bore × Stroke (mm)
  - Compression Ratio
  - Max. Power (kW/rpm)
  - Max. Torque (kg.m/rpm)
  - Fuel Tank Capacity (liter)
- Engine Type
  - Battery Capacity
  - Wheel Hub
  - Wheel Diameter
  - Tire
  - Fuel Consumption (mpg)
  - Booster Size
  - Brakes

LEATHER (ARTIFICIAL)

- Red Package
- Blue Package
- Cloth

DIMENSIONS

- 1,400
- 3,585
- 2,380
- 535670
- 1,540

- Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalogue may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
- Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trim.